YOU ARE:

- Health professionals or students at the end of your curriculum
- Researchers or students in human and social sciences
- Decision makers

COME AND EXCHANGE ABOUT:

- Concepts and innovations in primary care
- Primary care organizations in different countries
- Primary care research

www.summerschools.univ-angers.fr
Pre Marie-Eve Poitras Nursing University of Sherbrooke, CA
Pr François-Xavier Schweyer Sociology School of Higher Public Health Studies, FR
Pr Olivier Saint-Lary Family Medicine University of Versailles, Saint-Quentin, FR
Dr Yann Bourgueil Public Health School of Higher Public Health Studies, FR
Pre Grace Turner Epidemiology University of Birmingham, UK
Pre Pauline Boeckxtaens Family Medicine University of Ghent, BE
Pr David Darmon Family Medicine University of Nice, FR
Dr Pierre Blaise Decision Maker Regional Health Agency of Pays de la Loire, FR
Mr Raphaël Jarrige Decision Maker Regional Health Agency of Pays de la Loire, FR
Mme Irène de Miguel Ferrer Alumni 2018
Dr Matthieu Peurois Alumni 2018

VARIABLES EDUCATIONAL METHODS

- Interdisciplinary Project Writing
- Lectures
- Round Tables with Stakeholders
- Students’ Presentations

SCHOOL COORDINATORS

Dre Aline Ramond-Roquin / Dre Camille Cislaghi / Dre Maria Ghali
Dre Najia Adjeroud / Dr Cyril Begue / Dre Claire Cavelan
Department of General Practice, University of Angers, FR